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Dear Sir / Madam, 

 On behalf of the Central Library and the Department of Sanskrit, S. D. College 
(Lahore), Ambala Cantt., we cordially invite teachers/scholars/ academicians from Arts/ 
Humanities / Science/ Management and Law to share their views on the above mentioned 
topic.  

IDEA OF THE SEMINAR 

 Since the idea of knowledge is central to the library & information science and 
common to all subjects and life also, so it is our humble endeavor to explore new 
frontiers in the realm of knowledge. The central library has taken up this issue of 
knowledge systems because of the reason that we wish to interact with all the subjects 
from arts/science/management etc.  

 The general response of every elderly experienced human being to any and every 
kind of enquiry or situation begins with - 'I know' and every inexperienced human being 
responses to any subject/ situation -'tell me I want to know / I don't know' so to define the 
knowledge, the Central  Library & Department of Sanskrit have marked the boundaries of 
this topic in the terms of what/ how man knows and what man does not know and these 
two situations immediately exposes us to the Pandora box of questions like - what is 
knowledge and what is not knowledge? How to define knowledge and its relationship to 
human behaviour (rational/ irrational/ impulsive/ emotional etc)? What are levels of 
knowledge in terms of skills/ societal or group behaviour? What is the difference among 
information, knowledge, understanding and realization? How knowledge gets integrated 
in human mind? How knowledge is defined in terms of a response/ reaction to any kind 
of work/ situation? How brain/ mind are trained to receive/impart knowledge about 



highly complex problems? Is knowing mathematics/ swimming and knowing Ram/ 
Shyam mean one and the same thing? Does only problem solving or purpose define 
knowledge? Is ambiguity or false knowledge also knowledge -like seeing a snake in the 
rope when there is darkness? In what terms knowledge gained from stories/ poems / 
narratives are different from scientific means? How knowledge is managed in one human 
being or in a society or a group of people or what kind of formal/ informal systems of 
knowledge work in any society i.e. group of believers / non believers/ scientists/ artists/ 
historians/ politicians/ linguists/ story tellers/ poets/narrators etc. This leads us to a 
position where one needs to know before proceeding any further that do only literate 
people have and that too a valid knowledge and not the illiterates one? This seems to be 
an embarrassing question for the experts/ scholars but likewise more or less issues of 
knowledge are like this - how much one knows/ whatever one knows, is that enough/ 
what is the limits of knowledge or knowledge is infinite, limitless then how we 
understand infinity like space / numbers etc. Who was first man to claim that he is 
knowledgeable in human history or do we need to explore the history of knowledge? 
How the knowledge of Einstein/ Karl Marx/ Darwin/ Hegel was different from Plato/ 
Aristotle/ Socrates and what about the knowledge which the lord Jesus had? Same is the 
case with Indian, Chinese and African people, traditions and their knowledge systems? 
How new knowledge can be derived from the already existing old/ repeated 
terminologies/ theories/ concepts/ practices or what is the defined process of this?  

 These are just few queries related to first part of the topic and now coming to the 
second part of the seminar we request you to share your understanding about the various 
existing systems of knowledge - they may be religious/ non-religious, scientific/ artistic, 
old (traditional/ new (modern), creative/ repetitive etc. Our understanding or perception 
about knowledge systems mean (including organizing data information in the library 
science) to organize all informations of any subject/ situation/ query in perpendicularly 
and horizontally related manner which can be accessed or derived in response to some 
purpose. But this leads us to more queries like - how one system of knowledge is related 
to another? What is the concept of all knowledge (whole/ complete knowledge) of which 
other systems are the part of it or can collection of all different knowledge systems be 
called all knowledge. Will it be wise enough to define system of knowledge as an 
inductive or deductive process of inferring results? Are knowledge/ knowledges and their 
systems always essentially true, logical, and purposeful or they are just situational or are 
they always factual alone like the knowledge about death without being dead? What role 
ideas have in any systems of knowledge and how they work?  

 In west the foundations of modern knowledge systems (physics/ life sciences etc.) 
lies in the conflict between the church's authority and rational observations and later on 
developed because of the industrial needs and further accelerated due to the two world 
wars including the self proclaimed leadership to educate the world of Arabs, Africa, 



India, China etc. in the name of promoting human values/ humanity. Any intellectual may 
challenge this piece of knowledge/ non-knowledge but the fact remains that west's 
knowledge systems are double edged weapon which gave us bombs and hospitals with 
same ease. On the other hand in India knowledge and knowledge systems (if at all there 
was any kind of knowledge in India which needs to be certified by intellectuals) were the 
outcome of direct interaction and understanding of nature. They used two types of 
expressions for the knowledge - one mythical and other symbolic, like - Shiva Parvati, 
Vishnu etc. are mythical expression of knowledge and Prakriti- Purush are the symbolic 
expressions of knowledge and more can be verified from the study of Vedic Knowledge 
systems (not to be misunderstood with religion which means one book, one god and one 
prophet) which include all other systems, they may be Jain, Bauddha, Ayurveda, Maths, 
Yoga etc. Over the years knowledge systems changed, passed on to generations after 
generations and in present day of technology where knowledge is being stored in chips 
for future cyborgs. The present day systems seem to aim to transform human beings into 
super intelligent cyborgs.  

 One area of serious concern of this seminar is that what is the future of knowledge 
and human beings? Can we assure humanity about a better, clean and safe tomorrow by 
the present day developments of knowledge? Can we predict the future of human race 
with knowledge we have by any means of inductive or deductive systems?    

 You can choose any one of the above questions or you can define your own 
question and deal with it in a rational systematic relevant manner. Choice is yours. The 
only request is to stick to the main frame of the topic given.  

THRUST AREA OF THE SEMINAR 

q Defining knowledge and knowledge systems in Science/Languages & Literature/ 
Library & Information Sc. 
q Knowledge, language and meaning 

q What is knowledge and what is not knowledge? 

q History of knowledge 

q Knowledge and human behaviour 

q Knowledge management in Indian traditions 

q Knowledge discovery 

q Knowledge engineering 

q Structure & development of universe of subjects 

q Knowledge organisation in libraries 

q Organisation of knowledge on web 



q Application of ICT in knowledge organisation 

q Digital libraries as propellers of new knowledge 

NOTE : 

q Kindly confirm your participation in advance. 

q Papers should reach latest by 2nd March, 2012 only. Softcopy of the papers is 
mandatory. Papers can be submitted through the under mentioned emails. 

q The paper presenters will be paid normal bus fare only. 

q Only three papers will be presented in a session. Rest of the time is for discussion. 

q Kindly respect the time so that we may have more time to discuss and share our 
ideas. 
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ProgrammeMARCH 12, 2012 MONDAY 

 Registration 9.00 am - 10.00 am 

 Inauguration 10.00 am - 11.00 am 

 Tea 11.00 am -11.15am 

 1st Session 11.15 pm - 1.30 pm 

 Lunch 1.30 pm - 2.00 pm 

 2nd Session 2.00 pm - 3.45 pm  

 Tea 3.45 pm - 4.00 pm 

 3rd Session 4.00 pm- 5.30 pm 

 

MARCH 13, 2012 TUESDAY 

 4th Session 9.30 am - 11.00 am 

 Tea           11.00 am - 11.15am 

 5th Session 11.15 pm - 01.45 pm 

 Lunch 1.45 pm - 2.30 pm 
                                Valedictory                     2.30 pm - 4.00 pm 


